
SCHOOL PROSPECTUS



Dear Parent,

At Roscommon Community College we are committed 
to providing a quality education. Through quarterly 
comprehensive reports, detailed monitoring systems 
that provide ongoing feedback, mentoring programmes 
for all levels of achievement and ability and an extensive 
reward and discipline structure, your child will achieve 
to his or her full potential in a culture of collegiality and 
expertise, where learning is at the centre of the experience. 

We achieve outstanding state examination results in 
an environment that promotes and supports a variety 
of learning practices. We always encourage academic 
excellence and continuously create opportunities for our 
students to experience self-expression and self-discipline. 

Our students are the heart of our school. They are 
encouraged to pursue personal goals in a safe yet 
stimulating environment. We provide a platform for 
them to experience foreign travel, charity work and 
competitive sporting and academic competitions. 

Our prospectus gives you an insight into the working 
practices of the school. You will note our excellent facilities, 
cutting edge technologies and extra curricular activities. We 
are sure that you will enjoy this record of the educational 
and social experiences of our students and welcome any 
queries you have in relation to your child’s education.

Dr. Frank Chambers and Dr. Jude Lohan with Dr. James Brown (Pro Chancellor, NUIG) and Dr. Mary Fleming (Head of Education 
NUIG) on their Doctoral Graduation Day

Foreword 
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Leaders in Technology
Significant investment and planning has ensured that Roscommon Community College is at the forefront in utilising IT in 
teaching, learning and management.  Every classroom is equipped with a teaching computer, interactive whiteboards and 
high speed broadband to enhance the visual environment and we have two fully-equipped computer rooms to address the 
needs of modern learning.

Website
Our website keeps you up-to-date with all of the necessary information required to monitor and explore your child’s 
education. Subject information, school calendars and support services are some of the items on the web site that keep you 
informed of the various school activities. You can log onto our website at www.roscomcol.ie. For enquiries contact us at 
roscomcol@eircom.net.

ePortal
Parents can stay involved and up-to-date with their child’s progress through ePortal, our secure and online student record 
system.  Through our website parents can view up-to-date assessment results, timetables, attendance and other information.  
You can even graph their progress in each subject over the years.  All this from the comfort of your home or office.

Texting Service for Parents     
Roscommon Community College offers a text service to parents to inform them of student absences,  keep them informed 
of all school activity and notify them of any changes or events that may be taking place. This may include reminders for 
teacher/parents meetings, sporting activities, school emergencies, general notices and unplanned closures.

“Roscommon Community College is at the 
forefront in utilising IT in teaching, learning 
and management.”
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Junior Cycle (Three Year Programme)
Sixth class students who have completed their registration 
are invited to attend the ‘First Year Induction Day’ in May. 
Students attend a tutorial where they are introduced to their 
teachers, meet their fellow classmates, learn the school rules 
and sign up to the vast array of extra-curricular activities 
offered at the school. Students have the opportunity to 
sample all subjects in their first year. 

We operate a system of ‘mixed ability’ in junior cycle classes. 
All subjects are available at both higher and ordinary levels. 
Specialist resource teachers are on hand to assist students 
who are experiencing difficulties in the mainstream academic 
subjects. On completion of their first year, students, through 
our guidance officer and academic staff, choose their 
subjects for the Junior Certificate Programme.

Junior Cycle Subject Options

Irish Materials Technology – Wood Materials Technology - Metal

English Technical Graphics Computer Studies

Mathematics Home Economics Study Skills

French Music Career Guidance

German History Physical Education

Science Geography Art

Business Studies CSPE SPHE
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In Roscommon Community College the core subjects of 
English, Irish, Maths and a continental language are delivered 
throughout this year. There is a strong emphasis on developing 
the skills and knowledge learned at Junior Cycle level and 
incorporating these competencies in a systematic and relevant 
way at Senior Cycle. Students are also given the opportunity 
to sample the subjects offered at Senior Cycle so that they can 
make an informed decision in relation to their subject choices 
for the Leaving Certificate Programme.

There are a wide range of TY specific subjects on offer to 
our students. This gives them the opportunity to engage 
in experiences that prepare them for the world of work as 
well as providing them with the skills to engage in their civic 
duties as responsible members of society. 

The TYP offers a broad variety of learning experiences both 
inside and outside of the classroom which will provide them 
with the skills necessary to focus and improve on their study 
for Senior Cycle, prepare them for third level education and 
develop their social and personal awareness for adult and 
working life.

The Transition Year Programme (TYP) in Roscommon 
Community College is an educational programme based on 
DES guidelines and is designed to develop cognitive, social 
and emotional skills in a way that compliments the transition 
to senior cycle.

Our TYP is highly structured and delivered in a similar style 
to the Senior Cycle Programme. It allows for independent, 
self-directed learning where critical thinking and innovation is 
encouraged and developed.

Core Subjects Subject Sampling TY Specific Subjects Once off  
Calendar Events

English Home Economics Chinese Culture Participation in GAISCE

Irish 
Woodcraft/ Design in 
Construction

Work Experience First Aid Course

Maths Metalwork Community Care
Exposure to visiting 
speakers

Computers
Science  
(Agricultural Science, Biology, 
Physics, Chemistry)

Learn to Earn  
(in conjunction with 
Bank of Ireland)

Various educational 
outings

French/German Business
Law Education for Schools 
(including visit to courts  
and prison)

BT Young Scientist

Career Guidance Art Film Production Sci-Fest

Preparation for the 
world of work

Music
Production of school 
magazine

First Lego League 
Competition

Outdoor Pursuits Religion Community Projects Driver School

SPHE Debating
Worldwise Global 
 Schools Project

Roddy Doyle Writing 
Workshop

Adopt a Grandparent 
Initiatives

Transition Year SubjectsTransition Year

Assessment and Evaluation 
in Transition Year
A variety of modes of assessment will be used to complement 
the variety of approaches used in implementing the 
programme and grading will be based upon a credit system. 
Evaluation will take place during the year by students, 
teachers, parents, work providers and outside agencies, as 
well as at the end of the school year where Certificates will 
be awarded. 

Other Transition Year 
Events Include:
Other opportunities that are on offer to Transition 
Year students are the chance to take part in MiniMed 
programmes offered by Trinity College, the Royal College of 
Surgeons Ireland and GMIT Castlebar along with a variety 
of other programmes.

The programme in our school focuses 
on four distinct areas:

• Continuation of the core subjects

• Subject sampling for the Leaving Certificate 
Programme

• Transition Year specific modules and subjects

• Once off calendar events.
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Supports for mainstream students with Learning 
Difficulties/Special Educational Needs include 
but are not limited to:

• One-to-one teaching

• Small group resource

• Assistive technology (where applicable)

• SNA support (where applicable)

• Reasonable accommodation for state exams

The Leaving Certificate course contains an additional 
programme know as the Leaving Certificate Vocational 
Programme (LCVP). The LCVP is the same as the 
established Leaving Certificate, but with the addition of two 

extra modules linked to the world of work and enterprise. 
All subject options are offered at all levels of ability; higher, 
ordinary and foundation.

Senior Cycle (Two Year Programme)

Senior Cycle Subject Options

Irish Biology Home Economics Study Skills

English Music Ag. Science Applied Mathematics

Mathematics Geography Engineering Physical Education

French History Construction Studies Career Guidance

German Art Design &  Communications Graphics (DCG)

Physics Chemistry Business / Accounting

We believe that a system of continuous assessment is 
the most effective way to monitor our students’ academic 
performance. A structured system of assessment is in place: 

• Entrance Examination (incoming 1st Years)

• October Assessment 

• Christmas Assessment

• Mock Examinations (Exam Years)

• Easter Assessment

• Summer Assessment/State Examinations 
(as applicable)

Results of all assessments are available by report and 
through our ePortal system. Parent-teacher meetings 
follow all assessment periods. 

Continuous Assessment
Mainstream Learning Needs 
– Subject Support

“We always encourage academic 
excellence and continuously create 
opportunities for our students”
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Learning for Life (Special Education Needs)

‘First Steps’ – A FETAC Level 1 Certificate in Communications

Core Additional Subjects Offered

Literacy Horticulture Religious Education

Numeracy Games Home Economics

IT Skills CSPE Science

Art and Craft SPHE Music

Drama Cultural Studies

‘Write On’ – A FETAC Level 2 Certificate in General Learning

Core Additional Subjects Offered

Literacy Money Management Games

Numeracy Horticulture Cultural Studies

Personal Goal Setting Games Music

Technology CSPE Science

Health and Safety SPHE Drama

Art and Craft Metal / Wood Religious Education

‘Learning for Everyday Living’- A FETAC Level 3 Certificate in General Learning

Core Additional Subjects Offered

Practical Maths Childcare Music

Numbers for Everyday life Woodwork/Metalcraft Horticulture

English/Communications Art and Craft Science

Work Experience Personal Effectiveness Skills Home Economics

The World of Work Cultural Studies Religious Education

Admission to this programme is based on a number of criteria and availability, as decided by the school principal.

For students with more complex learning needs, we offer our 
Learning for Life Programme. 

This provides an educational programme that meets the 
academic, social, vocational and behavioural needs of students 
with moderate learning disabilities, multiple disabilities and 
those on the autistic spectrum. 

We endeavour to provide such students with the skills needed 
to live fulfilling and productive adult lives, together with the 
tools to seek and gain employment. Our goal is to ensure all 
participants in the Learning for Life Programme gain recognition 
and certification at a level appropriate to them. There are three 
components in the Learning for Life Programme. Transition 
from one level to the next is ability based.
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Sport in Roscommon Community College challenges our 
students in a variety of ways. Whether your child enjoys 
team based sports or is more of an individualist, we have 
the expertise, facilities and passion to develop their physical 
skills and create healthy habits as they move into adulthood.

We emphasise the importance of sport in everyday life and 
are committed to training teams and individuals as part of 
a suite of extra-curricular activities throughout the school 
year. Our focus is to develop student ability in a way that 
enhances competitiveness but encourages self-discipline 
and supports team skills. 

Our sporting activities include:

Our Outdoor Pursuits Programme for our Transition Years 
is an integral part of our extra-curricular activity curriculum 
and involves camping, orienteering, mountain climbing, hill 
walking, cycling, abseiling and a variety of water sports. We 
also offer coaching courses in GAA and soccer for those 
budding managers of the future.

Sport

• Gaelic Football

• Hurling

• Camogie

• Handball

• Basketball

• Rugby

• Soccer

• Table Tennis

“We emphasise the importance of sport 
in everyday life and are committed to 
training teams and individuals”

“We have the expertise, 
facilities and passion to 
develop their physical skills.”
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The Home Economics Department has a fully-equipped 
kitchen that contains all the latest technology required for 
the production of foods in a practical class. Specifically 
designed kitchen stations are used to ensure individuals 
get a hands-on experience of cooking and sewing. The 
kitchen also enjoys the latest ICT resources which are used 
for both theory and practical classes. 

Students are introduced to the world of Food and Health 
and Social Studies, Consumer and Home Studies and 
Textile Studies. Home Economics provides students with 
a wide range of learning experiences and the academic 
knowledge, understanding and essential practical skills 
for application in the process of everyday life within the 
home and community. This is achieved through active 
and experiential learning methodologies. Practical 
demonstrations and hands-on activities are an integral part 
of the course.

A range of extra-curricular activities are available in the school 
for our Home Economics students. These include national 
cookery competitions, guest speakers, food demonstrations 
and textile-based workshops. At the end of each year a 
Junior Male and a Junior Female Chef’s Hat Award is given 
to those who show a flair for the subject in their application of 
culinary skills in the Home Economics classroom.

Home Economics 

“Specifically designed kitchen 
stations are used to ensure 
individuals get a hands-on 
experience of cooking and sewing.”

“A fully-equipped kitchen 
that contains all the latest 
technology”
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Language Departments
Roscommon Community College delivers Irish and English and two continental languages to all years. Our students 
get the opportunity to sample both continental languages in first year and then make their choice going forward 
to the Junior Certificate. 

Irish
The Irish department in Roscommon Community College 
strives to promote the Irish language and culture both 
inside and outside the classroom. Students in Roscommon 
Community College take the oral and written examinations in 
both Junior and Leaving Certificate. Therefore, a wide variety 
of learning techniques are used by the teachers to develop 
the student’s oral, listening, reading and writing skills.

We offer a wide range of activities for both students and staff 
during Seachtain na Gaeilge each year. Seachtain na Gaeilge 
offers drama, quizzes, guest speakers, workshops, talks and 
sports in Irish to promote and encourage the use of the Irish 
language in our school. 

Students in Roscommon Community College are also 
awarded partial scholarships to Gaeltacht summer courses 
each year. 

English
Additional to the established English Curriculum at Junior 
and Leaving Certificate level, students have the opportunity 
to be involved in the school’s Book Club. We are privileged 
to have access to a quiet and comfortable Reading Corner 
where the students can relax and engage with a book of their 
choice. Students have access to a large variety of books. 
Reading for pleasure is a very important part of school life 
and it is also part of our school literacy plan. 

Poetry Aloud is an annual poetry speaking competition 
open to all post-primary students on the island of Ireland. 
It is organised by Poetry Ireland and the National Library 
of Ireland. Each year our school is well represented at 
this competition and frequently reaches the finals of this 
prestigious competition, 

Our students are also involved in the Fighting Words Creative 
Writing Centre, established by Roddy Doyle and Sean Love.  
This centre helps students of all ages to develop their writing 
skills, and to explore their love of writing.

“Students are awarded partial 
scholarships to Gaeltacht summer 
courses each year.”
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German
The German Department at Roscommon Community 
College employs a variety of vibrant learning techniques as 
pupils grow in their acquisition of the language. 

We are twinned with Schloss Bieberstein, a secondary 
school 15km east of Fulda in Hessen. An awareness 
of German culture, music and cinema is encouraged 
and all pupils participate in “Deutsche Woche”, an 
annual celebration of all things German. As part of our 
commemoration of Holocaust Memorial Day, staff and 
students were recently privileged to attend a lecture by  
Tomi Reichental, as he shared his recollections of the time  
he spent in Bergen Belsen concentration camp. 

French
The French Dept promotes French culture through a variety 
of activities such as table quizzes, drama, film and music.

We are also linked to College Sainte-Marie in Melun, near 
Chartrettes, our twin town. The French and Irish students 
regularly correspond in their own language. This link has 
enhanced the language-learning experience for our students.

Our students are offered a partial scholarship in a Euro 
Language College (alternatively French and German) on an 
annual basis.

“A wide variety of learning techniques are used by the teachers 
to develop the student’s oral, listening, reading and writing skills.”
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Music

The music department in Roscommon Community College 
is a vibrant, enthusiastic and friendly place to be.  It 
offers a great balance between curriculum and vocal and 
instrumental based learning. It combines music education 
of the highest standard with innovative approaches to music 
technology (such as the new Technology Elective that can 
be taken for the Leaving Cert). All 1st year students get an 
opportunity to sample music. 

Our students have a variety of opportunities within the school 
to develop their performing skills. The choir, orchestra, 
traditional Irish group, guitar club and lunchtime recitals are 
open to all students and we encourage participation from 

beginners and advanced musicians and singers alike. In the 
area of technology, students can develop their composing 
and arranging skills through the GarageBand software on 
the school iMac. In addition to this, a school musical is held 
every two years. In preparation for the musical, students 
take part in music, drama and dance workshops, under the 
guidance of their expert teachers.

The musical is open to students from all years and takes 
place in Roscommon Arts Centre before the Halloween 
midterm break. Our last musical, “All Shook Up” was a 
resounding success and excitement is already building 
ahead of our next musical, “Hairspray”.

“The music department is a vibrant, 
enthusiastic and friendly place to be”
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Our practical subjects explore the design and technology skills 
of the students. Whether it is Art, Materials Technology Wood/
Metal, Engineering, Technical Graphics, Construction Studies 
or Design and Communications Graphics, our students are 
expected to use innovation and practical application in the 
creation of visual and tangible elements that support and 
enhance their understanding of colour, shape, precision and 
intrinsic materials (wood, metal and textile).

Our practical areas are designed to a very high commercial 
and industrial standard. We have state-of-the-art equipment 
in all areas and boast an ultra-modern computer suite which 
enhances the learning experience of our students and allows 
them to apply technology to practical learning skills.

We have a variety of extra-curricular activities in the practical 
areas including art, sculpture, robotic and mechanical 
competitions (including First Lego League and Formula One) 
and in conjunction with our Transition Year Programme our 
students apply practical skills to business acumen in their 
mini-company programmes.

Design, Art and  Materials Technology 

First Lego  
League Competition

First Lego League (FLL) is an exciting global robotics 
programme that encourages young people to propose and 
implement an innovative solution to a real world issue.

Students from the college have been competing in this 
very prestigious competition for several years, working on 
projects involving travel medical intervention and food safety.

Formula One 
Competition

F1 in Schools is a unique technology challenge that 
enables second-level students to get their hands on the 
latest technology from the worlds of engineering and 
manufacturing. 

From planning and design to manufacturing, financing 
and racing a car, our teams learn a multitude of skills 
that allow them to develop personally. 

“We have state-of-the-art equipment in  
all areas and boast an ultra-modern 
computer suite”

“Our practical areas are 
designed to a very high 
commercial and industrial 
standard.”
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At Roscommon Community College, we have state of the 
art, fully-equipped science laboratories, a fully functional 
farm together with a youth farm and a range of horticultural 
facilities. Our modern, up-to-date science laboratories make 
it possible for students to carry out all prescribed experiments 
for both the Junior Certificate Science and Leaving Certificate 
Physics/Chemistry, Biology and Agricultural Science. Junior 
Cycle Science students have the opportunity to carry out 
their ecology study in our own woodland and grassland 
habitat, located on the school grounds.

Hands-on experience of planting vegetables in raised beds 
and in the poly tunnel is encouraged among students, giving 
them the opportunity to develop horticultural skills which they 
can carry into adulthood. Our youth farm, which incorporates 
a bird sanctuary, bee hives and a chicken coop, has been 
developed in recent years by students and staff of the college, 
giving them a broad education in animal husbandry.
Educational trips and excursions form an important part of our 
Science education programme at the College. Participation 
in competitions, such as the BT Young Scientist, Sci-Fest 

and film production competitions, as well as excursions to 
Science exhibitions has proven to strengthen the students 
understanding and appreciation of Science in everyday life. 

Junior Certificate Science is a core subject and gives students 
a broad knowledge of the three areas of science – Biology, 
Chemistry and Physics. Upon entering Senior Cycle students 
have the option of taking any of the following subjects for the 
Leaving Certificate: Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Physics/
Chemistry combined course and Agricultural Science.

Science

“We have state of the art, fully-
equipped science laboratories.”

“Educational trips 
and excursions form 
an important part of 
our Science education 
programme”
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BT Young Scientist and 
SciFest Exhibitions

Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths play an 
increasingly important role in the world today.

Engaging students by enabling them to understand the 
critical role of STEM subjects will develop their confidence 
and encourage more young people to take science, 
technology, engineering and maths subjects both in school 
and at third level. This will help our students to access 
the growing number of jobs becoming available within the 
technology sector.

Our program seeks to promote both the awareness and 
engagement of students within the real life experiences of 
STEM in action. The focus is on giving students practical 
hands on experience of various technologies, on developing 
their technological vocabulary and facilitating their 
understanding of topical technological issues.   

Students will be encouraged to become independent 
learners and will be introduced to key learning tools such as 
Khan academy, Mind Mapping Software and various mobile 
device apps that will bring science and engineering alive.

As a result of their participation on this program it is envisaged 
that students would engage in scientific, engineering and 
technological projects and competitions that will broaden 
their knowledge base and develop their communication skills, 
vocabulary and confidence within the key areas of STEM. 

STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Maths)

The BT Young Scientist and SciFest Exhibitions are an 
integral part of the school calendar with students showing 
a keen interest in entering their projects. The full value of 
participating in such a science competition cannot be 
underestimated as it inculcates in students the art of 
independent learning. It also teaches the skills of research, 
scientific experimentation and develops analytical thinking 
together with developing presentation skills. It encourages 
teamwork and without a doubt broadens the students’ 
interest in Science and Maths.  
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Green Schools, know internationally as Eco-Schools, is 
an environmental education programme that promotes and 
acknowledges long-term action for the environment.

Students at Roscommon Community College are 
encouraged to become active participants in our Green 
Schools Programme.

We feel very strongly that as a school we must instil in 
our students a sense of moral obligation to respect our 
environment.  Our school was the first Post-Primary school 
in the county to achieve a Green Flag Award.  We have 
successfully retained our green flag status on the last five 
assessment occasions and are currently preparing for our 
sixth assessment on the theme of Global Citizenship.

These serve to give students ownership of important projects that can have profound effects on  
other people’s lives. 

BT Young Scientist Competition Outreach Moldova Orphanage

Social Innovators Childline Coffee Morning

CTY Ireland Irish Heart Foundation

Bank of Ireland Dragons’ Den Hospice Charity Cycle

Student Enterprise Awards St. Vincent de Paul Christmas Food Hampers

Bank of Ireland Learn to Earn Programme Christmas Shoebox Appeal

Strokestown House Sculpture Competition Bag Packing for St. Vincent de Paul

Stealing Shakespeare’s Pencil Writing Competition Down Syndrome Ireland Honey Days. 

Poetry Aloud Jack & Jill Foundation Recycling

West of Ireland Schools Debating Competition Eurochild: English Anthology

Strokestown Poetry Festival Roddy Doyle: Writer in Residence Programme

Lego League Competition Gaeity School of Drama Workshops

Formula One Technology Challenge Vietnamese School Partnership

Brainfood Fantasy Writing Competition Roddy Doyle Fighting Words Workshop

Take Away My Way Cooking Competition School Sports Day

Só Sligo Cookery Competition Carol Singing

Connaught Gold Cookery Competition Our School’s Got Talent

Chef Factor Cookery Competition
German Language Week: Tomi Reichental Visit (Holocast 
Survivor)

Spider Awards

Extra-Curricular Activities
As a community school, students are encouraged to view the world around them and appreciate the contribution they 
can make throughout their school life and beyond. As part of this, students get involved in many competitions, charitable 
and fundraising activities throughout the year including:

Green Schools
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Student Exchange Programmes
The French Department in Roscommon Community College 
has established a French exchange programme, in conjunction 
with the Roscommon – Chartrettes Town Twinning Committee. 
Chartrettes is a beautiful town situated on the River Seine, just 
50km from Paris.

This exchange greatly benefits our students culturally and 
linguistically. The programme also allows friendships to flourish 
between French and Irish students.

School Tours
Our students enjoy an annual trip to a European destination. 
They experience foreign travel and culture and sample 
educational activities under supervision. The experience allows 
students to see educational sights outside of Ireland whilst 
also enjoying social time with their fellow students and building 
a lifelong relationship. More recently the school has travelled to 
Vietnam, Germany, France, London and Italy.

Prefects
Students at Roscommon Community College elect class 
prefects annually. These students show integrity and vision and 
play a leadership and ceremonial role throughout the school 
year, e.g. awards night, welcoming visitors to the school, etc.

Book Rental and Materials Scheme
To assist parents/guardians with the expense of their child/
charge attending secondary school our school offers parents/
guardians the opportunity of participating in our Book Rental 
and Materials Scheme for a standard fee.

All text books and class materials are provided under this 
scheme. Books are distributed at the beginning of every year 
and material requirements are dispensed throughout the year. 

Canteen
At the heart of our school is our school canteen, which is run 
by Patricia and is open from 10.45 am each morning serving 
a selection of hot scones, toast, cereal, muffins, rolls, tea and 
coffee. At lunch breaks students can avail of a selection of daily 
specials, together with a selection of wraps, rolls, soup, fresh 
salads, etc. Patricia works closely with the Physical Education 
and Home Economics staff to encourage a healthy eating policy 
amongst our students. No fizzy drinks or junk foods are sold.

Year Heads
Every student is assigned a Year Head depending on which 
year the student is in. The Year Head provides support for 
the year group and their parents whilst also dealing with 
discipline issues. 

Student Services
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Supervised Study
Roscommon Community College offers students an 
opportunity to join a homework/study group which operates 
after school each day, Monday – Friday, 3.45 pm – 5.45 pm 
for a nominal fee. 

Students are supervised in a controlled environment allowing 
them to complete assignments, research projects and study 
class work. Any year group can join the study group. 

Library
Roscommon Community College offers a library service 
whereby students can borrow books from our extensive 
collection.  The library is open at various lunchtimes allowing 
students to read a variety of books or take them home for a 
short period of time.

Students’ Council
The Students’ Council consists of a representative body 
elected from each class within the school. The Students’ 
Council gives students an opportunity to voice their 
concerns and opinions and to play an active role in policy 
making within our school. A member of staff will liaise with 
the Students’ Council and through the council, links will also 
be formed between the students and school management.

Parents’ Council
Every parent in Roscommon Community College has the 
opportunity to take part in the Parents’ Council. The council 
allows parents to interact with management and staff of the 
school to assist in the well-ordered running of the college. 
The Parents’ Council meets regularly and provides a forum 
for feedback and new ideas from all parents.

“Students are supervised in a controlled environment 
allowing them to complete assignments, research 
projects and study class work.”
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An Coláiste Pobail Roscomáin
Lios Na Molt, Roscomáin, Co. Roscomáin

090 662 6670

090 662 6473

roscomcol@eircom.net

www.roscomcol.com
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